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INTRODUCTION

Scope of the Document

The quarterly L1 Data Quality Reports captures the current status of and improvements to the data
quality of the SkySat constellation. All data in this report is based on images collected within this
same quarter and the report covers the three main blocks: Geometry, Radiometry and known
Product Anomalies.

The structure and format of this report have been adapted from the Data Product Quality Reports
published by the Sentinel calibration teams every month, information on which can be found on this
website: https://sentinels.copernicus.eu/web/sentinel/data-product-quality-reports (last visited on
March 3rd, 2021). The Sentinel data quality reports cover geometric and radiometric performance,
anomalies and known issues, defective pixels, updates to the processing chain and many other
topics.

In the context of this report, the product level L1, as specified in the title of this document, defines
top of atmosphere radiance products, both in sensor space as well as in orthorectified format.

Main Points for the Reporting Period

All operational C-class Block2 SkySat satellites continue operating at 450km altitude
(sun-synchronous). The C-class Block3 satellites are being operated in a 400km altitude, not
sun-synchronous orbit.

MEASURED PRODUCT PERFORMANCES

Performance Overview

The table below contains the measured numbers for SkySat imagery acquired in Q4 2021. These
numbers should be treated separately from the actual product requirements and specifications,
which can be found in the publicly available Planet Image Product Specifications document here
https://assets.planet.com/docs/Planet_Combined_Imagery_Product_Specs_letter_screen.pdf

Note that the reports pertaining to Q4 2020 and before that used to report the absolute geolocation
and band to band registration as the average of the RMSE rad. Starting with the Q1 2021 report, this
was changed to the 90th percentile (PCTL90) of the RMSE rad.
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Requirement Description Measured performance

Absolute geolocation
(with ground control)

Geolocation measured on
39123 ortho products

PCTL90 (RMSE rad) [m]: 7.64

Band to band
registration

Registration measured on
approximately  59000 ortho
products

PCTL90 (RMSE rad) [pixel]
B-G: 0.35
B-R: 0.40
B-N: 0.74
G-R: 0.23
G-N: 0.73
R-N: 0.63

Absolute radiometric
uncertainty

SkySats with validated against
RadCalNet:

8.6%%, 11.8%%, 2.6%, 8.3% (BGRN)

SNR differential SNR (gSNR):

𝑔𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 𝑀
𝑁
15
−𝑁

7

𝑁
15
+𝑁2

𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒

Average for all satellites:
33.514 41.529, 44.474, 41.315, 180.113 (BGRN
PAN)

More details can be found in the following sections.

Geometric Performance

Reference Data

The reference data was designed and built to support orthorectification of any type of Planet ortho
scene on a global scale. This dataset covers the large majority of the global landmass with 2.5 m high
resolution ALOS satellite imagery (Antarctica not covered, Greenland partially), while the continental
US is still covered by very high-resolution (VHR) airborne imagery with resolution under 1 m. This
dataset is suitable for the correction of other high- or moderate-resolution image sources regardless
of its extent.

Table: Ground control data sources.

GCP source Region Resolution (m) Accuracy (RMSE, m)

VHR Aerial imagery Continental USA 1 < 6.5

ALOS Satellite imagery Rest of the world 2.5 5.0

RapidEye (based on
ALOS/Landsat) Gap filling 5 < 7
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Landsat Antarctica and Greenland 15 20

In July 2020 we have improved the global reference data by two actions:

● In the US the latest version of VHR images is now used during rectification.
● The ALOS Global dataset was reprocessed to minimize scene-to-scene inconsistencies.

The vertical component of the reference data is derived from the Digital Elevation model with a post
spacing under 30m globally.

Table: Digital elevation models used in Planet product orthorectification.

DEM source Region Post Spacing (m) Vertical Accuracy
(RMSE, m)

USG NED Continental USA 10 < 3

LINZ New Zealand 25 6

INEGI CEM 3.0 Mexico 15 7

SRTM
Australia
(released by
GeoScience Australia)

30 7

PlanetObserver90 Antarctica 90 7

Intermap World30 Rest of the world 30 7

Automated Positional Accuracy Assessments Process Description

Planet performs independent automatic assessments to evaluate the positional accuracy of our
image products. The implemented process is based on PCI Geomatica software. We use the
AUTOGCP function and Fast Fourier Transform Phase matching (FFTP) algorithm to automatically
identify tie points (TP) between two different images or bands. The initial position of the candidates
is determined by using a GRID pattern. The AUTOGCP function builds a patch around each
candidate and searches the same area in the overlapping images/bands. A threshold value is used to
control whether a TP candidate is accepted or rejected. This parameter specifies the minimum
quality of the match that is considered acceptable. The process uses a score value of 0.8, being 1 a
perfect match. Once the TPs are matched, the radial error is computed for each of the points by
determining the distance between the same point collected in two different images/bands.
Individual TPs errors are then aggregated so that accuracy metrics for the whole image, strip, sensor,
fleet, area, country, etc can be derived. Usually, geometric accuracy is then expressed by RMSE in X
and Y direction, Radial RMSE, and Percentile 90 (PCTL90).
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We identified that occasionally the overall metrics were overestimated due to a poor identification of
TP that should be considered as blunders (false positive errors). In order to clean those outliers a
blunder removal phase based on a combination of two approaches (Grubbs test and coefficient of
variation). This combination takes advantage of both. The Grubbs test approach works well when the
sample size is large enough and has a Gaussian/T distribution; the coefficient of variation approach
works best in the case where the sample size is small or has a uniform distribution. Apart from the
blunder removal phase, UDM2 is also used to avoid collecting TPs on top of cloudy and heavy haze
pixels. We identified that the quality of UDM2 is not always good enough, therefore, we are now
using a 5 pixels buffer mask layer from UDM2 to prevent collecting TP over CLOUDS, SHADOW and
HEAVY HAZE. UDM2 has not yet been trained for SuperDove imagery and therefore the model could
be less accurate than the model for the rest of the constellations, this may lead to some of the
tiepoints being identified in cloudy areas and therefore some overestimation of the error.

Another limitation in the process is the difficulty of identifying large shifts. If the offset between
target and reference images is larger than the default search radius, no checkpoint can be identified
and therefore those offset are not included in the metrics. An increase of the size of the search radius
increases the processing time and the amount of blunders. We have recently observed that in
landscapes where there is scatter vegetation the misalignment between the NIR band and the other
bands is slightly overestimated. Sample scenes are selected every day over predefined test sites
located worldwide over different types of landscape and terrain conditions. For each of the
constellations (Dove-C, Dove-R, SuperDove and SkySat), a maximum of 20 published scenes (test or
standard) with less than 10% cloud cover are selected per test site. In order to ensure a representative
sample in each test site, we only select more than one image acquired by the same satellite if there
are no images available from satellites not yet represented in the sample. The automatic accuracy
assessments are then run over Ortho Radiance products to evaluate absolute, temporal,
scene-to-scene and band-to-band positional accuracy.

Absolute Geolocation

Ortho Products

The absolute geolocation of SkySat ortho products has been evaluated over known locations where
independent reference from different sources (aerial imagery, DG satellite imagery, SPOT satellite
imagery) are available. These test sites are of higher positional accuracy, have a good distribution
around the world and contain different land cover (urban, forested, unvegetated, agricultural...) and
terrain types (flat, hilly, mountainous).

SkySatScene Ortho Analytic products are used to evaluate absolute positional accuracy, temporal
and band-to-band registration.

Sample Size PCTL90(RMSE rad) [m]

39123 7.64
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Basic Products

The absolute geolocation of SkySat basic products has been evaluated by computing the distance
between the original position of the collect and the final position after the refinement of the RPCs by
using Ground Control Points.

The absolute geolocation has been evaluated on collects acquired in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Satellite Sample Size PCTL90 of Distance
[m]

SkySat C-Gen
Block 2

57382 136.6

SkySat C-Gen
Block 3

15662 104.8

Band Registration

The band registration of SkySat products has been evaluated on SkySatScene Ortho Analytic
products over known locations worldwide distributed and over different land covers (urban, forested,
unvegetated, agricultural...) and terrain types (flat, hilly, mountainous). The band registration has
been evaluated on images acquired in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Sample Size PCTL90(RMSE
rad) [pixels]

357337 0.54

Band
Combination

Sample Size PCTL90(RMSE
rad) [pixels]

BLUE - GREEN 59746 0.35

BLUE - RED 59703 0.40

BLUE - NIR 58822 0.74

GREEN - RED 59868 0.23

GREEN - NIR 59746 0.73

RED - NIR 59452 0.63
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Temporal Registration

Ortho Products

A stack of SkySatScene Ortho Analytic products over defined test sites has been used to evaluate the
temporal registration. The process selects a target product in the test site and compares its location
against the rest of the products that belong to the same test site. Check points are collected on the
red band of both products, target and reference.

The temporal registration has been evaluated on SkySatScene Ortho Analytic products acquired in
the fourth quarter of 2021.

Sample Size PCTL90(RMSE rad) [m]

50739 7.45

Relative Geolocation

Ortho Products

The relative geolocation evaluates the scene-to-scene alignment of SkySat scenes that belong to the
same collect. The process selects a target ortho scene and compares its location against the
adjacent scenes in the collect. Check points are collected on the red band.

The relative geo-location has been evaluated for a sample of SkySatScene Ortho Analytic products
acquired in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Sample Size PCTL90(RMSE rad) [m]

72655 1.75

Radiometric Performance

Radiometric Calibration Status

Vicarious Calibration with RadCalNet (Railroad Valley, LaCrau and Gobabeb) and SDSU provided data
over Brookings is used as a reference to achieve the absolute radiometric link between the corrected
satellite DN and the physically based radiance unit. For recently launched satellites initially cross
calibration methodologies may be applied until a sufficient amount of RadCalNet data becomes
available. Details about the method used can be found in this Calibration Whitepaper (only available
internally so far).
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The most recent update to the radiometric calibration coefficients was performed on the following
dates for the respective satellites:

Satellite Ingest date of latest calibration update

s1 September 14, 2020

s2 September 14, 2020

s3 September 14, 2020

s4 September 14, 2020

s103 September 14, 2020

s104 September 14, 2020

s105 September 14, 2020

s106 September 14, 2020

s107 September 14, 2020

s108 September 14, 2020

s109 September 14, 2020

s110 September 14, 2020

s111 September 14, 2020

s112 September 14, 2020

s113 September 14, 2020

s114 June 30, 2020 (preliminary)

s115 June 30, 2020 (preliminary)

s116 June 30, 2020 (preliminary)

s117 June 30, 2020 (preliminary)

s118 June 30, 2020 (preliminary)

s119 June 30, 2020 (preliminary)
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Radiometric Uncertainty

The latest validation of SkySat radiometry uses RadCalNet as a reference data source. These do not
include the preliminary calibration of the six Block3 satellites.

Band Absolute Accuracy Precision Uncertainty
(68 Percentile)

Uncertainty
(95 Percentile)

Blue 0.0858 0.2677 0.2811 0.5316

Green 0.1183 0.2642 0.2895 0.5313

Red 0.0255 0.2294 0.2308 0.4503

NIR 0.0833 0.2368 0.2510 0.4715

While the absolute accuracy is quite good, the uncertainty is still large. One thing worth noting is
that these results only include collects with a satellite zenith angle less than 5 degrees to help
minimize BRDF effects.

The three new SkySats have a preliminary calibration with <20% accuracy in all bands, which will be
improved over time.

Noise
For SkySat we quote a differential SNR (gSNR) as:

,𝑔𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 𝑀
𝑁
15
−𝑁

7

𝑁
15
+𝑁2

𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒

where N15 and N7 are the number of signal electrons in the well of a pixel due to a 15% and 7%
lambertian reflectivity target, respectively, M is the number of measurements and Nnoise is the
number of noise electrons during readout of the pixel. This report contains the measurements
averaged over all 21 satellites of the fleet of images acquired in Q4 of 2021.

gSNR blue gSNR green gSNR red gSNR nir gSNR pan

Measurement 33.514 41.529 44.474 41.315 180.113

Requirement 30 30 30 - 75

The figure below shows the SkySat gSNR green evolution over time (since June 2016) for each of the
SkySat satellites and it shows that there was a jump in gSNR between February and June 2018. C11
(s111), C12 (s112) and C13 (s113) show an increase in SNR for the timeframe starting June 6th, 2017. That
is because they were changed to operate with PBHDR at that time. They are now at the same level
as the other satellites that were already using PBHDR previously.
Parallely, the six new satellites C14 (s114), C15 (s115), C16 (s116), C17 (s117), C18 (s118) and C19 (s119), have
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been operating with PBHDR recently, and the associated increase in gSNR is clearly noticeable. The
overall gSNR of the youngest six satellites remains lower than the rest of the fleet, even with PBHDR
enabled (the jump is visible), because these satellites are not in sun-synchronous orbits and thus the
illumination conditions for their captures vary largely.

Focus

Planet measures the Relative Edge Response (RER) to control the focus of the images. The RER is
calculated on every band for all images with sharp edges that overlap one of 5000 specified airport
sites worldwide. This report contains the measurement averaged over all 21 satellites of the fleet.

Using a Canny Edge Detector followed by a Hough Transform straight edges in the image are
identified. Those candidate edges are filtered and quality-checked, to make sure that:

● the edges are actually straight
● the edges show a high contrast between dark pixels on one and bright pixels on the other

side
● the bright and dark side of the edge are very homogeneous

In addition, the edges are separated into horizontal and vertical edges, based on their angle.

Next, a combined intensity profile across the edge (over its entire length) is created and normalized
to range from zero to one (taking into account the noise). The RER is the effective slope of the
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normalized profile measured in the range of one pixel around the edge (between the profile at 0.5
pixel left of the edge pixel and 0.5 pixel right of the edge pixel).

Finally, the results for all horizontal and vertical edges in a bandfile are combined to get one
horizontal and vertical value for the band. We report an average in this report.

In general the RER ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values for sharper edges. The following table
shows the average RER measurement per band of all images from all satellites that were acquired in
Q4 of 2021.

RER blue RER green RER red RER nir RER pan

0.257 0.278 0.305 0.253 0.278

PROCESSING CHAIN STATUS

Product Format

As of November 19th, the way UDM2 files are generated has been subtly adjusted to ensure that all
pixels in the udm2 have either a class set, or the "udm1 nodata" bit set.  This particularly affects the
construction of SkySatCollect UDMs which sometimes had "cracking" between frames.  All old
SkySatCollect UDM2 products have been removed.

On November 3rd, a change to the Orders Clipping operation went into effect. Due to a problem
introduced approximately two prior ago, some pixels only partially inside the clipping polygon were
not being included in imagery products. That has now been corrected.

Since October 18th, Collection 6.1 of MODIS data needed for atmospheric correction is now being
ingested since Collection 6 will no longer be available after this week.  This directly affects generation
of new SR products for PlanetScope and SkySat.  Since only minor differences are expected from the
two collections in most cases, there are no current plans to backfill the older data.

PRODUCT ANOMALIES

Introduction

This section lists the major known anomalies in SkySat data. Most of these are actively being worked
on and they are planned to be fixed in future pipeline releases. The anomalies are presented in
alphabetical order.
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Bad Pixels

The SkySat sensors, just as any other CCD or CMOS imaging device have corrupted pixels in their
focal plane. Broken (bad) pixels in SkySat don’t recover. Planet maintains maps of bad pixels for each
sensor and the affected pixels in the images will be filled by interpolating their neighbors. If the bad
pixel maps are not up to date the bad pixels make it into the products as a line of regularly spaced
dots in the direction of scanning.

Example:

Band Misregistration

In order to understand this problem it is important to know that each SkySat L1b frame is a
composite of up to 30 individual L0 captures. If those individual captures are not well registered, the
resulting L1b frame will be blurry or in the worst case exhibit duplicated features.

This has been fixed for PAN images by using phase correlation instead of optical flow for the motion
refinement between successive PAN frames. The fix was deployed on October 15th , 2019.

Example:
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Black Edge

The back edge affects panchromatic (and thus pansharpened) L1b products and is a row of darker
pixels at the long edge of a frame. It is frequently observed over water but not exclusively. Currently
this issue is handled with a lower priority because the subsequent frame always covers the affected
area with valid data (except for the very end of the frame).

Example:

Border Artifacts

This is a problem that manifests itself as artifacts along the vertical (small) borders of the L1b frames
and it can affect panchromatic scenes from all capturing modes.

Because of the satellite and Earth movement during capture, the up to 30 L0 frames that form a final
L1b capture do not line up perfectly horizontally, which causes variations and reductions in the
number of available overlapping scenes at the vertical frame borders.

Possible areas of investigation are the weight that the borders of each L0 frame get for the
compositing as well as the compositing logic itself.

Example:
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Column Streaking

Some of the images show streaking effects especially over water or dark areas. These are due to
non-linearities in the detector response in the very dark parts of the spectrum that can not be
corrected with traditional flat fielding methods.

Example:
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Corner Artifacts

Similarly to the Border Artifacts problems can occur in the corner of the L1b frames in cases where
there is not enough overlapping coverage.

Example:

C2 Brightness

At times, there are noticeable radiometric differences between the detectors within one collect,
more precisely between the center (C2) and the outer cameras (C1 and C3). The root-cause for these
radiometric differences is not known, despite the fact that a lot of effort has gone into investigations.
Currently Planet has a heuristic solution in place that determines linear correction factors on a
collect basis and adjusts the radiometric responses of the two outermost cameras to the center one
(C2) accordingly.

When the correction factors cannot be calculated reliably, for example in the abundance of clouds,
the correction is not applied.

Example:
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Horizontal Stripes in Detector 2

For HDR collects over water there are cases with alternating variations in image DN (brightness)
occurring on the center detector (detector 2). These effects show up in the pansharp 3-band product
and are attributed to minor variations in the raw data that are exaggerated by the contrast
stretching that is applied when compositing the pansharp product.
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Example:

Low DNs Map to Minimum Radiance

There have been cases, especially under very low sun elevation angles during winter in the Northern
Hemisphere, where parts of the values in the analytic (radiance) products all mapped to a minimum
value of 1. The reason for this is that the actual image DNs are lower than the radiance calibration
offsets and would be calibrated to a negative radiance value if not cropped to keep things sane.

The latest update to the absolute radiometric calibration, which was put into production on
September 14th 2020, solves this problem and the radiometric calibration in very low radiance
regimes is now accurate. All affected collects can be reprocessed and fixed.
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Example:

Low Radiance Values Lead to Minimum Surface Reflectance

There are occurrences of collects every now and then that have a surprisingly low radiance value in
one or two of the multispectral bands. This has been observed in various satellites with different
viewing and illumination geometries. As a consequence, the atmospheric correction of these dark
bands converts them to even lower values, resulting in a significant number of pixels being cropped
to a minimum surface reflectance value of 1.

Investigation of this effect is ongoing. So far it is not clear why the radiance data is too dark,
specifically as a given satellite’s images can be affected, but can also turn out totally fine.

Example:

Showing an affected collect (top) in comparison to an unaffected collect (bottom):
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Ortho_Analytic (rgb) Ortho_Analytic_SR (blue band)

Oversharpening

Oversharpening might occur together with saturation and especially blooming. During processing,
especially during the pansharpening step, the saturated pixels bleed out and create a halo on top of
the neighboring pixels.

Example:

Photo Response Non-Uniformity

The most common manifestation of photo response non-uniformity in SkySat images are repeating
‘donut’ patterns in the L1b imagery. The donut is the typical shape any contamination on the focal
plane takes when imaged by a system whose focal point is far beyond the focal plane itself.
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With one ‘donut’ being present in each contributing L0 capture, the composited L1b image exhibits
repeating donuts, one stemming from each of the raw L0 scenes.

The donuts can be eliminated by an updated flat field, consisting of gain and offset correction.

Examples:

SkySat-A Detector

In SkySat-A (s1) there is a small area in the red band of detector 2, where the DNs are constantly too
dark. Attempts have been made to eliminate this by creating new flat fields, but these have not been
successful yet. There is work scoped to rework the mechanism to especially create the flat field
offsets to be able to create PRNU correction data (flat fields) that is able to correct this effect.
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Example:

SkySat-C13 Detector - 1

Since October 28th, 2019 the center detector of C13 has a flat field problem where it is darker on one
side.

As a consequence (but not the root cause of the problem), the c2 correction adjusts the neighboring
detector to the darker part of the center detector and thus makes the neighboring detector too
dark.

Example:

C2 brightness correction not applied C2 brightness correction applied
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SkySat-C13 Detector - 2

Another behavior specific to the central detector on C13 started to appear on September 16th, 2020
where the central detector appears blurry and noisy with reduced contrast when compared to the
two outer detectors. The mitigation plan is to investigate sharpening, denoising or contrast boosting
methods to compensate for the difference between the cameras. This is targeted to be fixed in Q1
2022.

Example:

Spatial Misalignment

There are cases where the individual frames that make up a collect are not perfectly aligned with
each other. This may be caused by bad or missing RPCs (rational polynomial coefficients). Spatial
misalignment is naturally more abundant over water or on very cloudy collects, because identifying
tie points in these scenarios is hard. However, spatial misalignment occasionally occurs over land as
well. In that case Planet employees can attempt a manual re-rectification to solve the problem.
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Example:

Squared Processing Artifacts

Occasionally there is a squared pattern on the panchromatic L1b images of various SkySat satellites.
The effect is not present in the panchromatic L0 (raw data) images that make up the affected L1bs.
Therefore this is an artifact introduced at some point in the processing of the panchromatic L1b
images, the exact root cause is known and paths to resolve the problem are currently being
investigated.

Example:

Vertical Colored Edge

For a multi stripe sensor that images from North to South or from South to North, it is common that
not all the bands cover the exact same East-West area, since the Earth will have rotated a tiny little
bit between the acquisition times of the individual bands. This results in a column of a few colored
pixels at the short edge of the frames.
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These edges are normally cut off, to limit the product extent to the common area of all bands,
however there are a few cases where this does not work. On December 2nd, 2020 the method to
discard these columns from the products was enhanced and since then this problem has
disappeared.

Example:

PRODUCT FEATURES

Gaps and Tears

A constant lateral velocity causes reduced overlap between sensors since one of the outside sensor’s
footprints will be offset from the inner sensor. According to the already limited sensor-to-sensor
overlap, a small overlap loss can cause gaps. Lateral motion causes features on the edges of an area
that are sensed by one PAN image to be missed by subsequent PAN and MS images. As a result the
color product will have missing data along the edges (edge-clipping).

Lateral motion can be caused by a constant offset between the direction of motion on the ground
and the projection of the camera up vector on the ground. Motion on ground is in turn affected by
the motion of the satellite and the earth.
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Example:

Parallax Blurring

The SkySat satellites have to compensate for their high ground speed during imaging to artificially
create a slower ground scan rate. This is accomplished by a yaw maneuver where the satellite stays
targeted at a point on the ground while approaching and flying over it (a so called back-nod
maneuver) for non-PBHDR collects. With PBHDR a big part of the motion compensation is
happening within the Payload without the necessity to actually move the satellite attitude that
much.

In addition to that each final SkySat L1b frame is composed of a number of raw L0 frames that are
acquired with high spatial overlap. The resulting combination of a number of scenes with different
yaw angles leads to the tops of high buildings to appear blurred.

This problem is more common to non-PBHDR collects because of the different acquisition strategy
and involved more extreme ‘nodding’ of the satellite.
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Example:

Image Warping

Due to inaccuracies in the DEM that Planet uses (refer to Reference Data) it happens that areas of
flat terrain show warping along linear features that should be perfectly straight.

Example:
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Block 3 Concave Footprint

The latest additions to the SkySat fleet, the Block 3 satellites C14-C19, are in a 400km and not sun
synchronous orbit. Due to orbital geometries and spacecraft motion, it happens that especially
longer SkySat Block3 collects have a concave footprint. The collect contents are not skewed, the
concave shape is the actual footprint of the area captured. The swath width is measured at the most
narrow part of the collect, so this behavior will not result in coverage gaps.

In the future PBHDR will be enabled on these satellites. PBHDR largely reduces the physical motion
of the spacecraft during imaging, so with that rollout concave collects will become a lot less
frequent.

Example:
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Movement and Terrain

Just as any other multistripe satellite, there are band registration artifacts in SkySat imagery on fast
moving objects (for example planes, cars and trucks and breaking waves), on high altitude features
(clouds, high buildings) and in steep terrain (mountain tops, open pit mines).

Due to both the multistripe architecture as well as the fact that each SkySat product is stacked from
a number of raw captures, that all have a slightly different viewing geometry, high altitude objects
can even manifest multiple times in the same band. In the right image below, the multistripe aspect
makes the plane appear at different places in the different bands and the stack depth makes the
plane appear multiple times in the same band.

Examples:

- End -
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